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Abstract - This paper focuses on data collection for keystroke 
biometric authentication studies.  An experiment was performed on 
biometric keystroke characteristics of a person using a mobile 
device (nexus 5).  Two types of input were collected -- text and 
numeric entry from 10 different users. The purpose of the 
experiment was find ways to improve biometric security 
classification systems for future use, such as for the authentication 
of online test taking students and computer users. Included in the 
paper are brief literary reviews, followed by the methodology and 
results of the experiments that were carried out.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Technology changes rapidly and new products appear on 

the market frequently. Of these products, handheld devices 
have become pervasive and mobile technology has changed the 
way people communicate. Therefore, secure authentication on 
these devices is a concern. However, until now the majority of 
these devices limit authentication mechanisms to passwords 
and pins, which are only partially secure.  

 
Biometric technology refers to certain physical or 

behavioral characteristics that are unique for each person. 
Physiological biometrics use a person’s physical attributes, 
such as fingerprint, face or iris for verification of user identity. 
Unfortunately, it is expensive to implement. Behavioral 
biometrics use a person’s speech, writing or gate for such 
verification. Since behavioral biometrics are less expensive to 
implement, technologies based on behavioral biometrics have 
gained popularity in the research world. Research studies have 
shown that such technologies can be used successfully on 
desktop or handheld devices for identity verification. 

 
This paper presents an overview of keystroke biometrics 

that verify users based upon their typing characteristics. In 
addition the paper describes a recent study on the use of 
keystroke biometrics to authenticate users of handheld devices 
specifically. The study investigates the results of two common 
handset user interactions: entering a phone number, and typing 
a text message. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Keystroke biometric systems are built around the notion 
that each person possesses distinctive measurable traits, and 
that such peculiarities can be very difficult to duplicate by 
another individual. Keystroke biometrics has been one of the 
least studied areas in the field of behavioral biometrics. 
Nonetheless, this area has shown increased interest as 
reviewed in recent articles. [1, 2, 3] Institutions such as 
Carnegie Mellon University, Pace University, and the 
University of Oxford have been actively working to solve 
identity verification problems using behavioral biometrics. 
This paper summarizes three studies in the area of behavioral 
biometrics. 

 
The first study, "Recent Advances in the development of a 

Long - Text - Input Keystroke Biometric Authentication System 
for Arbitrary Text Input" [1] was conducted at Pace 
University. The study focuses on improving upon a previous 
biometric system that authenticated users on desktop and 
laptop computers with standard keyboards.  The study centers 
on finding a more effective way to verify and authenticate 
students taking online tests, due to the demand from the 
Higher Education Opportunity Act that requires Higher 
learning institutions to ensure greater user identification 
control. The study captured data from 119 users and extracted 
78 features to create an authentication model resulting in two 
authentication classes. “Within-person authenticated and 
“between-person” not authenticated. 

          
A second study “Touchalytics: On the Applicability of 

Touchscreen Input as a Behavioral Biometric for Continuous 
Authentication” [2] was conducted at University of Oxford in 
2012. This particular project focused on continuous 
authentication schemes on touchscreen input. This study used 
a set of 30 behavioral characteristics of touchscreen input. The 
data collection process consisted of providing participants 
with different phones. The phones included an application 
enabling users to read documents and analyze images while 
the data of their touchscreen behavior was collected 
simultaneously. As outlined in this study, in touch analytics, 
the length, direction and duration of the stroke are keys to 
perform the analysis of the input data. The results of this study 
show that depending on the authentication scenario, there is a 
0% to 4% error rate, meaning that there is a small possibility 
that a legitimate user will be rejected or that an intruder will 
be accepted. 
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A third study, “KeySens: Passive User Authentication 

through Micro-behavior Modeling of Soft keyboard 
Interaction” [3], conducted at Carnegie Mellon University, 
focused on passive authentication. Its purpose of this study 
was to add an additional layer of protection to mobile devices 
while at the same time not burdening the users with 
complicated passwords, ID cards, fingerprints, and other 
methods typically used for active authentication. Instead, the 
study argues that a profile of the user can be created using the 
micro-behavior that users display while interacting with the 
touch screen of their mobile devices Analysis of such a profile 
can help detect unauthorized users. The study, looked into the 
way a person types on a soft touch or digital keyboard. 
Specifically, the finger placement, the drift from finger up and 
finger down, and the force exerted on each key while typing. 
These characteristics were used to create a behavioral profile 
of the user to demonstrate that an authorized user can be 
distinguished from a non-authorized one. The goal of passive 
authentication is to provide a real time protection for when 
unauthorized users gain physical access to devices that are 
unlocked by their owner, but have been left unattended. 
Access to data on a device cannot be protected solely by active 
authentication, if someone already has physical access to that 
device. Therefore, there is a need for a real-time passive 
authentication.          

 
In summary, the studies above focused primarily on how 

long and accurate an individual can be authenticated on a 
specific device. However, new directions are being explored. 
For instance, Pace University has now taken a step forward 
and pioneered in the research of how fast and precisely an 
individual can be authenticated and remain the process long 
enough to ensure privacy and security at a higher rate. This 

particular research, however, is determined to authenticate a 
user in the shortest time possible making it more secure and 
reliable for distinct users 

 
III. METHODOLOGY 

 
The purpose of this procedure is to further the development 

using a touch screen biometric classification system to 
authenticate users on mobile devices. The instruments that 
were used include several apps that capture data and extract 
data then convert it into useful information. By using this 
method, we are able to authenticate users as well as evaluate 
the biometric authentication system. 

 
A. Data Capture 

 
 To capture the keystroke data, we used two Android 

devices with custom built java applications and Web page 
embedded in the third application created with HTML and CSS 
that were designed by the Pace university biometric(cyber 
security) team. First, each subject was assigned to choose their 
own username which had to be enter into the phone prior to 
entering any data samples for the reason of extracting and 
authenticating each of the 10 subjects. The character data 
samples were collected using the "Text entry" app which 
involved entering 2 set of x characters. We did this for 10 
subjects over a (2) day period with 2 sets of data samples per 
subject per day.  
  
 The numeric data samples were collected using the 
"Numeric entry" app which consisted in entering the numeric 
sequence (914193----) followed by a enter key.  We did this for 
a total of 11 times per subjects over a (2) day period with over 
(121) data samples per day. The zoom in and click events data 

Fig. 1.  Application screenshots. 
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samples were collected using the other Android phone. The 1st 
phase was to zoom in and out to locate an object within a 
picture and clicking yes/ no to whether we found it. The 2nd 
phase was to zoom in on a questions and click the answers 
them zoom out and go to the next questions until we reached 
the end to verify our answers. This was done one time by each 
subject over the same time period as the other ones. 
 

More specifically, a Web page was deemed appropriate to 
capture a large amount of finger gestures from the user [4]. The 
main objective in designing the page is to collect as many types 
of gestures as possible. 

 
The Web page is composed of three sections to elicit 

various types of finger movements, as shown on the Fig. 1 of 
the Appendix. 

 
1)  Image section: causes the user to zoom in and out and 

drag right and left in order to find hidden objects within a 
small size image. The image on the left shows the application 
in progress, displaying a picture that asks the user to find the 
hidden pretzel. As the person zooms in, it is possible to see 
better and find the item; 

 
2)  Text  section:  text  in  the  form  of  quotes  is  used  

for scrolling up and down (shown on the picture in the center); 
 
3)  Question  section:  used  for  touching/pressing  on  the 

screen and also for fast scrolling (flicks) as some of the 
questions are based on the prior information in the quotes 
(shown on the picture on the right). 

 
The application was used to collect samples from 10 

participants in two different occasions which rendered about 
15,000 gestures per person each time, which is suitable for 
classification and for determining feature vectors. 

 
B. Feature Extraction 
 
Features are captured fora user’s keystrokes. Features 

include duration of key holds, and the time required to 
transition to the next key. In terms of a smartphone it is also 
feasible to measure the pressure used on the phone, as well as 
where on each key is pressed. Obviously no person is precisely 
consistent with these strokes, so it is important to develop a 
range in which each user can fall. In order to keep accuracy, 
outlying information should be removed. Outliers can be 
formed when users sip their coffee, pause for a phone call, or 
even sneezing. It is important to take these delays out of the 
equation. Any value more than two standard deviations from 
the average, are removed. All standard deviations and means 
are then recalculated, this continues recursively until no further 
outliers are removable. Feature standardization presents all 
measurements in a range between 0-1. This gives all 
measurements a similar “weight”. 

 

C. Authentication 
 

The authentication classification process attempts to create 
a way of determining whether the enrollment sample that was 
entered by a subject is within-person (was authenticated) or 
between-person (was not authenticated). The method for doing 
this involves data capture and extraction, as noted previously. 
After completing these steps, the raw data and feature 
measurements that were collected are then processed and 
analyzed by the authentication system. Through several 
algorithmic equations, the individual’s feature samples are 
grouped and used to create feature vectors. This step is 
repeated and as the process continues, the feature vectors from 
a subject can be compared with other feature vectors from the 
same person in order to create a difference of feature vector. 
After this, the difference of features vector is then compared to 
the within-person used for authentication or to the between-
person used for non-authentication to show whether or not the 
person's behavioral patterns were authenticated or not. Another 
important fact to note in this procedure was that in order to 
increase speed and efficiency, only vectors that included the 
actually user’s samples were used for authentication 
classification [5]. 

 
A Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) characterizes 

the effectiveness of a biometric system in terms of False 
Acceptance Rate (FAR) versus False Rejection Rate (FRR). A 
program was designed to simulate users trying to verify as 
themselves as well as other users. Statistics are then stored in a 
vector on successful entries and failed entries. These entries are 
plotted to show an ROC Curve. The point at which a FAR is 
equal to the FRR is called the EER (Equal Error Rate). This is 
the factor that shows the efficiency of the system being used to 
authenticate. The lower the EER, the better the system is 
because it means that the system has a lower threshold for 
error.  
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